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Abstract 
Given a hmctor F : .I/ + $8 of additive categories, we construct a tower of functors - 
P,,F + P,_l F -+ P+,F --f.. + PlF --f F(0). We show that each P,F is degree n up to chain 
homotopy and, under certain assumptions, approximates F in a range that grows with n. We 
compare our Taylor tower with Goodwillie’s Taylor tower for a functor of spaces and establish 
conditions under which they are equivalent. This is a continuation of work by Johnson and 
McCarthy (to appear). @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS clu.ssijcutiun: 18G99; 18E25; 55P65; 55U99 
0. Introduction 
The results in this paper were inspired by Goodwillie’s calculus of homotopy functors 
[5-71. Goodwillie proved that for a ftmctor F of topological spaces satisfying certain 
connectivity conditions, one can construct a tower of functors 
1 
POF= F(e) 
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where each P,F is a degree n approximation to F and the tower converges to F, i.e., the 
tower plays the same role that a Taylor series does for a function of real numbers. The 
basis for such a theory for functors of additive categories has existed for some time. 
In particular for a fimctor G between an additive category and an abelian category, 
Dold and Puppe [2] constructed a functor that serves as an additive approximation to 
G. In a prequel to this paper [9], we have shown that Dold and Puppe’s construction 
for such a G is equivalent to Goodwillie’s PIG. 
Our goals for the work in this paper were twofold. First, starting with Dold and 
Puppe’s construction of the degree 1 term, we wished to develop a similar theory of 
Taylor towers for functors of additive categories, and to develop this theory indepen- 
dently of Goodwillie’s results. We do this by modifying Mac Lane’s Q-construction, 
which is known to be equivalent to Dold and Puppe’s construction in the cases of 
interest to us (see [9]). Secondly, we hoped that by a detailed study of the Goodwillie 
tower in a simple setting we might obtain new insights into the construction, both 
formally and for computational purposes. So far this program has provided new towers 
which can be used to study the Goodwillie tower for homotopy functors from pointed 
spaces to spectra. Computationally, however, we still cannot provide a good system of 
tools to use for studying any of these various models, though some partially successful 
methods will appear in [9]. 
The construction presented here is equivalent to the Goodwillie tower in the follow- 
ing case. If R and S are rings, and F is a functor from R-modules to S-modules, then 
F can be extended to a functor of spaces ?, by taking the free R-module generated 
by the simplicial replacement of a space and applying F degreewise to the resulting 
simplicial R-module. For such functors we prove that Goodwillie’s degree n approxi- - 
mation, P,P, is equivalent to our degree n approximation, P,F. In general, the tower 
of functors that we construct is different from Goodwillie’s tower. The key difference 
is that for each n, our functors are homologically degree n whereas Goodwillie’s func- 
tors are n-excisive. By a homologically degree n functor, we mean a functor whose 
(n + 1)st cross effect in the sense of Eilenberg and Mac Lane is acyclic. An n-excisive 
functor is, roughly speaking, one that takes (n + 1 )-dimensional pushout cubes of chain 
complexes to acyclic (n + I)-cubes of chain complexes. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we describe our construction of 
P,F and the natural transformations from F to P,F and from P,F to P,_,F. In 
Section 2, we define and discuss degree n and homologically degree n functors. We 
use this in Section 3 to prove that P,,F is always homologically degree n and that in 
the homotopy category, P,F is universal among homologically degree n fimctors with 
natural transformations from F. Having established that P,,F is degree n, we move on 
in Section 4 to describe the sense in which P,F approximates F and we conclude the 
paper in Section 5 by comparing our Taylor tower with Goodwillie’s Taylor tower. 
Conventions. We make frequent use of bicomplexes throughout this paper, and will use 
the same sign conventions that we did in [9]. Specifically, by a bicomplex we mean a 
complex of complexes, i.e., a collection of objects {Ak,n} in an additive category JZZ 
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and morphisms a;,, : Ak,n + Ak_l,n and 8; n : Ak,n + A+_ I such that a” and ah are both 
differentials, and for each k and 12 the square below is commutative: 
3” 
Ak,n - &-l,n 
&n-l -&-l,n-1. 
This differs from the standard use of the term by a sign, i.e., Weibel [16] and 
Mac Lane [ 121 require that the above square be anti-commutative. We use the term 
in this way so that it will describe the result of the normalization in both simplicial 
directions of a bisimplicial module. Of course, this use of the term bicomplex neces- 
sitates the introduction of a sign when taking the total complex of a bicomplex. Our 
convention will be as follows. Let A. ,* be a bicomplex with differentials as above. 
Then the total complex of A will be the chain complex, Tot(A), that in degree y1 is 
p+q=n 
with differential 
cE3 a;., + (- 1 )pqq. 
p+q=n 
The total complex of an n-dimensional chain complex is defined inductively. Let A 
be an n-dimensional chain complex and assume we have defined Tot for n - 1 chain 
complexes. For each p>O, A,* ,,.,, * is an n - 1 chain complex, Tot(A,,* ,.,., +) is a chain 
complex, and Tot(A.,* ,.._, *) is a bicomplex. We set Tot(A) = Tot( Tot(A.,* ,_.., +)). 
1. The model for P,F 
Our primary goal in this section is to construct the Taylor tower for an arbitrary 
fimctor F: d +B between additive categories JS? and a. That is, for each n 2 0 
we will define a new fimctor P,,F and natural transformations q,F : P,,F + P,_,F and 
p,F : F ---) P,F that fit together in a commuting diagram of the same form as diagram 
(1) in the introduction. 
The construction is inspired by the result, established in Theorem 7.5 and Propo- 
sition 9.2 of [9], that tells us that if F is a prolongation (see Definition 4.6) then 
the Dold-Puppe stabilization (and hence Goodwillie linearization) of F is naturally 
quasi-isomorphic to QF where Q is Mac Lane’s Q-construction. It was felt that one 
should be able to modify the Q-construction so as to produce the nth fimctor in the 
Taylor tower of F. In fact, this is true, and the construction we present below is 
such a modification. Our notation differs from that used by Mac Lane [4, 1 l] and 
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Jibladze and Pirashvili [8] to define the Q-construction, in order to make the general 
nth Taylor polynomial mnctor easier to describe, but those familiar with Mac Lane’s 
Q-construction will quickly see that for n = 1 our constuction is precisely the same as 
Mac Lane’s when F(0) = 0. 
Before defining P,,F we define a related functor P,IF and a natural transformation 
q:F : P,‘F + P,‘_,F. This functor and natural transformation are easier to describe than 
P,F and are sufficient for establishing some facts about P,F. We will then construct 
P,F as a quotient of P,‘F and show that q;F induces a well-defined natural transforma- 
tion on this quotient. Finally, we will define the natural transformation p,F : F -+ P,F 
and show that pn_l F = q,F o pnF. For the majority of this section we will concentrate 
on P,,F for n>O, and define PoF, poF, and qoF at the end of the section. Through- 
out this section & will be an additive category, %? will be an abelian category, and 
39 will be an additive subcategory of %Y. The functor F will be a functor from d 
to S?. 
To define P,‘F and P,F, we will use the following notation. For any nonnegative 
integer n, let (n) be the set { 0, 1,2,. . . , H}. We will typically be using sets of the form 
B= (bl) x (bz) x ... x(bk) for some l<bl,bz,..., b&n. For such a set B, let B’ be the 
set (b,) x (b2) x . . x (bi - 1) x . . . x (bk). If bi = 0, we identify (bl) x . . . x (bi-1) x 
(bi) x (bt+l) x ..' x (bk) with (bl) x . . . x (bi_1) x (bi+l) x . . . x (bk) in the obvious 
manner. We will also use (n)” to denote the set consisting of the single 0-tuple, 0, and 
identify (0)k with (n)‘. For a finite set S and any object A in &‘, let A[S] = esES A 
and Fs be the functor from & to A? with F.+f)=F(A[S]). 
The functors P,F and P,‘F will be functors from S! to Ch>o%?. To define the dif- 
ferentials on the chain complexes produced by these fimctors, we need the follow- 
ing maps. These maps will also serve as the building blocks for the transformations 
q,F: P,,F + P,_IF. 
Definition 1.1. For an object A in d, B= (bl) x (bz) x . . . x (bk) and 1 <i<k, let 
Cli, pi, and yi be morphisms from A[B] to A[B’] defined for (u~)~~B EA[B] and s = 
(Sl>S2,..., s~)EB~ by 
@i(@ = Iis, ,_, 
1 
if s E (B’)‘, 
, J-l,b,,s,.~l,.... Sk) if si= bi - 1, 
(Yi(&))s = aS 
if s E (B’)‘, 
a(s,,sz ,..., b,-l,..., a) + a(s,,s2 ,..., b, /..., sk) otherwise. 
For bl = b2 =. . . = bk = 1, ai, j$, and yi are the homomorphisms Ri, Si, and Pi, re- 
spectively, in the notation of [8]. These morphisms allow us to define the following 
transformations and the differentials for P,‘F. 
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Definition 1.2. For B = (bl) x (b2) x . . . x (bk), let C(i) : FS -+ Fsi be the natural trans- 
formation given by 
C(i) = F(yi) - F(R;) - F(Pi). 
For B = (PZ)~, the n-fold iteration of C(i), written C(i)n, is a natural transformation 
from Fl,)t to F(,) k I and we let 8; : Fl,)k -+ F+pl be the natural transformation 
8; = C(-l)‘C(i)“. 
i=l 
We will need the following lemma in order to establish that 8: is a differential. 
Lemma 1.3. Let B = (b,) x (b2) x . . . X(bk) With bj=n. Thenfor l<j<i<k- 1 
c(j)c(j)’ = 
i 
c(j)‘c(t) if t<n, 
C(j)“C(i + 1) if t =n. 
Proof. For n = 1, it is straightforward to check that xjyi+l = yixj for x and y equal to 
a, p or y. As a result, C(i)C(j) = C( j)C(i + 1). 
For n > 1, it is again straightforward to check that Xjyi = yixj for x and y equal to 
SI, /?I, or y. Hence C(j)C( j) = C( j)C(i) and by induction, for t <n, C(i)C(j)’ = C(j)’ 
C(i). Now consider C(i)C(j)n. Since C(j)‘-1 :A[B] +A[(bl) x ... x (1) x ... x bk] 
and C(E’)C( j) = C( j)C(i + 1) for bj = 1, we have 
C(I’)C( j)” = C(z)C( j)C( jy-’ 
= C(j)C(i + l)C( j)“-l 
= C( j)C( j)“-‘C(i + 1) 
= C( j)“C(i + 1). 0 
As a consequence we have: 
Proposition 1.4. For k 2 2, a;_, 8; = 0. 
Proof. Applying Lemma 1.3 to the definition of a’ we obtain 
a;_,a; = C (-l)‘+jC(i)“C(j) 
= C (-l)‘+jC(i)“C(j>” + C (-l)‘+jC(i)“C(j)” 
I<i<j<k I<j<i<k--1 
= C (-l)‘+jC(i)“C(j)” + C (-l)‘+“-‘C(r)“C(s)” 
l<i<j<k l<r<s<k 
=o. 0 
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We may now define P,‘F. 
Definition 1.5. Let P,‘F be the functor from & to Ch>& that in degree k > 0 is - 
P;Fk = F+,y 
with differential 8;. 
We next define the natural transformation from P,/F to P,‘_ 1 F by means of the C(i)‘s 
and check that our definition produces a chain map. 
Definition 1.6. Let q:Fk : P,‘Fk -+ P,‘_, Fk be the natural transformation 
q;Fk = 
lq.,o if k = 0, 
C( l)C(2)C(3). . . C(k - 1 )C(k) otherwise. 
Lemma 1.7. The natural transformations q:Fk form a chain map from P,‘F to Pi_ [F. 
Proof. Consider (qAFk_l)&. Applying Lemma 1.3 we have 
(q;F&d; =&-l)‘C(l)C(L)...C(k - l)C(i)” 
i=l 
= .5-l)V(l)C(2) . . . C(k - 2)C(i)“C(k) 
i=l 
= IX 
k (-l)‘C(l)C(2)...C(i - 1)C(i)“C(i+ l)...C(k). 
i=l 
But, doing the same to ak(qAFk) we have 
(d;q;F~)=&-l)‘c(i)“-1C(l)C(2)...C(k) 
i=l 
=~(-l)iC(l)C(i)“-‘C(2)...C(k) 
i=l 
= IX k (-l)‘C(l)C(2)...C(i- l)C(i)“C(i+ l).*.C(k) 
i=l 
= (q&_ I&. 0 
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As mentioned at the beginning of the section P,,F is constructed as a quotient of 
P,‘F. To describe this we need some notation for certain quotients of the functor Fs. 
Definition 1.8. For any finite set S and any collection {Si} of subsets of S, let Fs\{~~~} 
be the mnctor from d to %? defined by 
Fs\{,j = coker 
For the quotients of F(,) k used to build P,F from P,‘F we will use the following 
subsets of B= (bl) x (b2) x ... (b,+). 
Definition 1.9. Let B = (bl) x (62) x . . . (bk). For 1 li<k and O<j<bi, let 
and for k>2 and lltck, let 
In the case where B = ( l)k, the sets R(i and D, are the slabs and diagonals, respectively, 
of the Q-construction. 
With this we may now define P,F. 
Definition 1.10. For F : d’~Si?‘, P,F is the functor from d to C~>O’% (or Ch>&I if 
_ 
_ 
g is closed under direct summands) defined in degree k by 
440 if k =O, 
efi = F(n)\{R:}o<j<n if k= 1, 
F(4’\{R;B,} I<,<LO<,<n,i<r<k if k>l, 
with differential ak : P,Fk + P,Fk_ 1 induced by 8:. 
Note that FE F(0) @ P where F = F/F(O) and the image of i3r in F~,,o = F is con- 
tained in F^; under this isomorphism. 
In cases where %? = Ch~a%” for some abelian category $7’ we will generally identify 
P,F with the functor from &’ to Ch>o%” obtained by taking the total complex of the 
bicomplex P,F. This identification will be especially useful in the next section where 
we will need to work with composites such as P,(P,_lF). 
We must verify that & is well-defined on P,Fk. To that end, we prove the following 
lemmas, which will also be used to establish that q;F is well-defined as a natural 
transformation from P,F to P,_lF. 
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Lemma 1.11. Let B= (b ) 1 x ... x (bk). For l<i, s<k, and Oljsbi, we have the 
following: 
(1) If i <s, the image of FR; under C(s) is contained in FR;. 
(2) rf i>s, the image of FR; under C(s) is contained in FR; if b, # 1 and in FRz-i 
i 
ifb,=l. 
(3) The image of FR; under C(i) is contained in FR1 if j# bi and is contained in 
I 
FR;, _ , if’j=bi. 
Proof. Note that (at)tEB E A[$] implies that when t = (tl , . . . , tk ) with ti = j, then a, =O. 
When s # i, it follows readily from the definitions that xS, fiS, and yS take A[Rj] to 
A[$] or A[$‘]. Now consider s = i. If j<bi - 1, then it is again a straightforward 
consequence of the definitions that ai, Ii, and yi take A[$] to A[$]. When j = bi - 1, C(i 
still takes A[Rj] to A[$], however this is no longer true for pi and ‘ii. Instead, one 
can show that pi = yi on A[$]. Hence C(i) = -F(ai) on A[$] and the result follows. 
The case where j = bi is similar. In this case, Cli = yi on A[R:] and pi takes A[Ri] to 
A[Rj._J. 0 
Lemma 1.12. Let B= (bl) x ... x (bk) and let A be an object in d. For 15s <k and 
1 <i< k with i #S,S + 1, the images of A[D,,] under Q, pi, and yi are contained in 
A[D,] ifbiL2 or i>s+ 1, and in AID,y_l] ifbi=l and i<s. 
Proof. This follows readily from the definitions of D, and ai, fli, and ‘ii. 0 
Lemma 1.13. For B= (bl) x ... x (bk) with bi =bi+l =n, and 1 <i<k, C(i)” = 
C(i + l>” when restricted to A[Di]. 
Proof. Let r be the isomorphism from B to (bl) x . . . x (bi+l) x (bi) x . . . (bk) obtained 
by switching the ith and (i+ 1 )st coordinates. This induces a morphism A[B] + A[z(B)] 
which we will also call z. For xi = Mi, ,& or yi it is straightforward to show that the 
following diagram commutes: 
A[B’] ’ -A[z(B’)] 
since $B’) = [z(B)] G’ We note for use below that the condition that bi = bi+l is not . 
needed to make this diagram commute. 
If (ar)fEB E A[Di], then at = 0 whenever t = (tl,. . . , tk) with ti # ti+l. With the as- 
sumption that bi = bi+l = n, it follows that r : A[Di] +A[Di] is the identity. Iterating 
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the above commutative diagram, we have for any collection {x),x:,. . .,x,y-‘} where 
x,? can be z,, Bi, or yj for j=i or i+ 1, 
. x (GJ x . . x (bk)] A[@,) x . x &j x . . . x (bk)] = Ai x . 
Thus for any sequence {x1,x2,. . .,x”-’ ,x) of length n consisting of any combination 
of CI’S, b’s, and y’s we have x:x’ . . .x:-‘x; =x:+,x;+, . .x~!+<‘x;+~ on A[Di]. Using this, 
one can show that C(i)” = C(i + 1)” on F(A[D;]). 0 
Lemma 1.14. The natural transformation 8: induces a well-dgjined natural transfor- 
mation 8k : P,Fk + P,Fk_I. 
Proof. Lemma 1.11 guarantees that 8: takes the image of @ l<j<k FR; in F(,)n to 
O<j<n 
the image of @ t<rsk_l FRY in Fln,k-l. For Fo, consider the summands of 8;. For 
O<j<n 
j#i,i + I,(-l)jC(j) takes F(A[Di]) to F(A[Di]) or F(A[Di_l]) by Lemma 1.12. 
The remaining two terms, (-l)‘C(i)” and (-l)‘+‘C(i+ l>“, cancel by Lemma 1.13. 
Hence a(, takes &,’ F(A[DJ) to @;I; F(A[DJ). Thus, & is well-defined on P,Fk, 
as desired. 0 
We will prove in subsequent sections that these P,F’s are homologically degree 
n functors and on the derived category provide good approximations to F. For now, 
we will define the remaining transformations that make up the Taylor tower 
of F. 
Lemma 1.15. For n > 0, q:F induces a well-de$ned natural transformation q,F : P,F 
+P,,_,F. 
Proof. From Lemma 1 .l 1 we know that q,F is well-defined as a map from Fcnjk\fR~l 
to F~,)A-I\{~~}. One can also show that q,F is well-defined on Fl,ji\(Dz) by using 
Lemma 1.12 and showing that the image of A[Di] under C(i)C(i + 1) is contained in 
A[D,l. 0 
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The final natural transformation to be defined is p,F : F + P,,F. This is determined 
by the following observation. Recall that for an object A in d 
P,Fo(A) = F(,)o(A) 
= ewl) 
= F(A) 
and so the identity map provides us with a natural transformation F + P,Fo. 
Definition 1.16. Let p,F: F -+ P,F be defined by considering F as a chain complex 
concentrated in degree 0 and letting p,F be the identity map in degree 0 and the zero 
map in all other degrees. 
Proposition 1.17. For n > 2, q,F o p,F = p,,_, F, 
Proof. This follows readily from the definition using the fact that q,,Fo is the identity 
transformation. 0 
We conclude this section by discussing PoF. To do so, recall that F 2 F(0) @F 
where j = F/F(O). Then we have the following: 
Proposition 1.18. For n > 1 and F : d + 93, P,F 2 F(0) @ P,,l? 
Proof. From the definitions we have P,Fk = P”Ek, for k > 1. In degree 0, P,Fo = 
F g F(0) @IF SF(O) $ P,& The result follows. q 
Definition 1.19. Let F : d + 98. Then PoF = F(0). The natural transformation qlF : PIF 
+ PoF is given by qlF = TCF(O), the projection from F(O)@PlF to F(0). The natural 
transformation poF: F --) PoF is defined to be F(0) where 0 is the zero map. 
With this extension, we now have q,F o p,,F = pn_,F for all n 2 1, 
2. Cross effects and functors of finite degree 
To understand the degree of a functor, let us first look at degree n polynomial 
functions of the real numbers. Consider the following functions determined by a given 
function. 
Definition 2.1. For f : R -+ R and n > 0, let cr,, f be the function of n variables defined 
as follows: 
c~nf(xl,X2,.~~ >xn>=(-l>“f(O)+ c 
(- 1 >“_‘f (Xi, + xj2 + . + xi, ). 
I<i, <i*<...<i,<n 
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These functions can be used to determine whether or not f : R + R is degree n. For 
example, consider the function f(x) = x2. We have 
4 if n=l, 
cmf(XI,...,&I)= 2X1X2 if n = 2, 
0 otherwise. 
Note that the cr,, f’s measure the degree of f in the sense that cr,, f = 0 for n >2. 
Furthermore, when f is evaluated at any sum, the result can be completely described 
in terms of f and cr2f evaluated at single terms in the sum. For example, when 
f(x) =x2 is evaluated at the sum x + y + z we have 
f (x + Y + 2) = f(x) + f(y) + f(z) + C~*f(X + Y?) 
= f(x) + f(Y) + f(z) + 2(x + Y)Z 
= f(x) + f(y) + f(z) + cr2f (x, Y) + cr2f (x,z) + cr2f (Y,z). 
More generally, for any polynomial function one can prove the following: 
Proposition 2.2. Let f : R 4 R be a polynomial function. The following are equiva- 
ken t. 
(1) f is degree n. 
(2) cr,+lf =O. 
(3) crk f = 0 for all k > n. 
(4) f(x1 + ... +x, +x,+l)=f(o)+ c Crjf(Xi,,Xi*,...,Xi,). 
I<il<i*<...ti,<n+l 
iln 
For a functor we will define an analog of the function cr,, f in order to determine the 
degree of the functor. That is, given a functor F we introduce a functor of n variables 
cr,F that essentially measures the failure of F(A), crzF(A,A), . . ,cr,_lF(A,. . . ,A) to 
completely describe F(& A), and declare a functor to be degree n if cr,,+lF = 0. 
The functor cr,,F is the nth-order cross-effect functor originally defined by Eilenberg 
and Mac Lane [3]. We review the definition and properties of cr,,F in this section 
before turning our attention to functors of degree n. For a more detailed exposition of 
the material reviewed here the reader is referred to Sections 8 and 9 of [3]. We begin 
with the definition of cross effects motivated by the above discussion. We assume in 
this section that & is an additive category, % is an abelian category, and B is an 
additive subcategory of %7. 
Definition 2.3 (Eilenberg and Mac Lane [3]). Let F : d + 29 and let Al,. . . , A, be ob- 
jects in &. For 1 <j 5 n, let r+$ = iA, 0 nA, where iA, : Aj + @y=, A; is the natural in- 
clusion and X,j : @y=, A; --) Aj is the natural projection. Then, cr,F(A 1,. . , A,) is the 
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image of F( By=, Ai ) under the map 
F(~1~~2~...li)=F(O)+~(-l)s c F(tiji, + . . ’ + &, ). 
SE1 1l.j, <‘.‘<J,T<” 
Eilenberg and Mac Lane showed that the above definition is equivalent to the fol- 
lowing inductive definition. 
Definition 2.4 (Eilenberg and Mac Lane [3]). Let F be a functor from JX! to B. The 
nth order cross efSect of F is the functor cr,F: ~4’~” --f %? defined inductively as fol- 
lows. For objects Ai,Al, . . . ,A, in ,_ti, 
croF = F(O), 
In general, cr,_lF(Al,A2,. . . ,A,_, $A,) is isomorphic to 
cr,-lF(Al,h ,..., A,_,)@cr,-lF(Al,Al,..., A,)~cr,F(AI,A2,...,A,). 
The existence of the nth cross effect as a direct summand of the (n - 1)st cross 
effect depends on the fact that finite products and coproducts are the same in additive 
categories. 
From this second definition of cross effects, the following properties are readily 
deduced. Note in particular that property 3) tells us that the cross effects of order <n 
are sufficient for describing F(@=, Ai) for any collection of n objects Al, AZ,. . . ,A, 
in JA!. 
Proposition 2.5 (Eilenberg and Mac Lane [3]). Let F be a functor from d to Z+? and 
A,,Az,... ,A, be objects in d. Then, 
(1) cr,F(Al,Az,... ,A,) “cr,,F(A,(1),Aa(2),. ,A,(,))for any o ~a,,, the nth symmet- 
ric group. 
(2) cr,F(Al,Az ,..., A,_l,O)gO. 
(3) F(@:=, A)% C&s ,,,.,, sklcT ,,..., n) crkF(As,,...,As,). 
We conclude our discussion of cross effects by considering some examples. 
Example 2.6. (1) For a functor F from d to B we can describe cr,,F explicitly as the 
homology of the total complex of a particular n-complex of objects in 98. Let P((n)> 
denote the power set of (n) and let Al,. . . , A,, be objects in d. Let 2 be the n-chain 
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complex over d with k(U) = eUgU A, for UcP((n)), U#(n) andl((n))=O, and 
with maps the natural inclusions. For example, when n = 1 we have 
A=(A, to), 
when n = 2 we have 
A= i, 
and when n = 3 we have 
Applying F and taking the total complex we obtain a chain complex that in degree 
k<n is 
Tot(F(k))k = 83 F(Ai, @Ai, @ . ’ . $Atn_, ) 
l<il <i*<...<i,_i<n 
and whose nonzero differentials all have 
14~ Tot(F@j) = 
coker( @r=, F(A 1 
o 
sections. As a result, one can compute that 
@ . ..A?.. ..$A,)+F($y=,Ai)) if k=O, 
if k #O. 
=i 
cr,F(A,,Az ,..., A,) if k=O, 
0 if k #O. 
Thus, cr,,F(Al, AZ, . . . , A,) is naturally quasi-isomorphic to Tot F(k). We will return 
to this description of cr,,F in Section 5 when comparing our model of P,F with 
Goodwillie’s model. 
(2) Let R and S be rings. Let J& and 4s be the categories of right modules 
over R and S, respectively. Let S[-] denote the functor from JZ’R to JY~ obtained 
by composing the forgetful functor from JZR to sets with the free module func- 
tor from sets to J?,,. Let s[-] denote the functor from J& to J& obtained by 
composing the forgetful functor to based sets with the reduced free module fimc- 
tor, i.e., j[-] = S[-]/S[O]. Clearly, S[-] E3[-] @ S[O] and for n ~0 and R-modules 
MI, . . . ,M,, cr,$‘[M~ , . . . ,M,] E cr,$[M~, . . . ,M,]. Moreover, we have 
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since 
wfl @M21 “SW1 @ IO}1 @S[{O} @Mz] @3s[A4,\{0} x M2\{O}]. 
More generally, for R-modules A41 ,M2,. . . ,M,,, we have 
and when S is commutative, 
(3) Let R be a ring. Let ,&ZR be the category of R - R-bimodules. Let T” : R~R + 
RAR be the functor that takes a module to its n-fold tensor product over R. Then for 
n = 2 and bimodules A41 and I&, we have 
CY~T~(M,M~)~(M, @M2)@(M2@.,)= @ mz(I) @K(2) 
aEEPi({l.2},{1,2}) 
where E’i(-, -) is the set of all epimorphisms between the given sets. More generally, 
one can show by induction that 
crrT”(M,,M2,...M,)r 63 MM(l) @K(2) @. . @K(n). 
~EEpi((n)\(O),(t)\(O)) 
In particular, for t > n, crt T” = 0. 
We conclude this section by using cross effects to define the degree of a fimctor. 
Definition 2.7. A functor F from d to 99 is said to be a degree n fimctor provided 
that cr,+lF S 0. A functor F : d + Ch>&8 is homologically degree n if cr,,+lF is 
acyclic. (If 98 is abelian the hmctor F : 2 + Ch>&? is homologically degree n if and 
only if HkF : G! + 93 is a degree n functor for ail k.) A degree n (or more generally, 
a homologically degree n) fimctor is homogeneous of degree n if PkF is acyclic for 
all k <n. 
Note that Definition 2.4 implies that if F is a homologically degree n functor, then 
crkF is acyclic for all k >n. From the examples above we see that T” is a fi.mctor of 
degree n. On the other hand, the functors S[-] and s[-] are not degree n for any n. 
We will see in the next section that the functor P,F is always a homologically degree 
n fimctor, and is strictly degree n when F is degree n. 
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3. The degree of P,F 
In this section we prove various results about P,F and its degree. In particular, we 
show that P,F is always homologically degree n and that p,F: F + P,,F is a quasi- 
isomorphism whenever F is homologically degree n. We use these results to prove that 
P,F is universal among homologically degree n functors with natural transformations 
from F. In addition, we look at the difference between P,F and P,_lF (this is the 
functor D,F defined below) and establish that it is a homogeneous degree n functor. 
We will assume in this section that F is reduced, that is, F(0) = 0. We do this for con- 
venience - the results hold for arbitrary F since for such a functor P,F ” F(0) @ P,k, 
the constant ftmctor F(0) is degree n, and direct sums of homologically degree n func- 
tors are homologically degree n. We begin the section by determining the degree of 
P,F. Again we assume that d is an additive category, %? is an abelian category and 
69 is an additive subcategory of V. 
Theorem 3.1. For any F : d + L%‘, the jiunctor P,F : r;9 + Ch>o’S is homologically de- - 
gree n. In fact, cr,,+lP,F is chain homotopic to 0. 
Proof. For objects A,),. . . , A, in LZ?‘, let A =$y&. Recall that I,!+ =i~, OTTA, :A+A. 
We will construct an explicit chain homotopy on PLF(A) (that passes to the quotient 
P,F(A)) between the zero map and the map 
used to produce the (n + 1)st cross effect in Definition 2.3. In degree k, hk : F~,)I(A) 4 
Ft,)k+l(A) is defined by noting that A[(n)k+l] = $&oA[(n)k] and setting 
More generally, for any set B C (n)k, hk gives us a natural transformation from FE to 
F+Q.~. It is straightforward to check that hk induces a well-defined natural transfor- 
mation from P,Fk to P,Fk+ 1. 
To determine &+lhk + hk-I&, we will need some basic properties involving the 
$i’s and CG)‘s. For 0 < a < b < n, let @ : A -+ @=, A be defined by I/: : @, $i. For 
S c (n), let 4~ : A +A be the natural map A 2 esESAS -% A induced by projections 
and inclusions. That is, 4s = CsES $$. Then, for 0 < t < n and S C (n)\(n-t- 1) (when 
t = n, (n - t - 1) = 0), it is straightforward to show that 
F(~I 0 Oh;-‘- CE &)) = F(I&-~-' ), (3.2) 
F(b? 0 (&? @ 6s)) = F(,;-‘-* @ &). 
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In addition, it is easy to see that for 1 < i 5 k 
C(i + l)hk = hk_1 C(i). (3.3) 
Next, we claim that for 0 5 r 5 n, 
C(l)‘hk = c 
(-l)‘+‘-‘S’F($;-‘-l @ 4s). (3.4) 
K(n)\(n-r-l) 
S#@ 
To prove this, we proceed by induction. For Y = 1, using (3.2) with S = {n} and t = 0 
we have 
C(1 )hk = [F(Y~) - F(ul ) - F(PI )I OF(G) 
= F(&-* @ ${n-l,nl) - F(i+$-l ) - F(IGb-* @ 6{fi>) 
= c (-1)2-~S’F(~;-2 @ I&). 
K(n)\+*) 
Sf0 
Now, consider C( 1 )r+l hk. We have 
C(l)‘+‘hk = C(l)C(l)‘hk 
= [F(n) - F(~I ) - F(b >I 
0 c (-l)‘+l-ISIF(t/$-r-’ @ &) . 
K(n)\(n-r-l) 
1 
S#0 
By (3.2) with t = r, this equals 
c (-l>‘+1-‘S’[F($;--‘-2 @ &,,+r-,I) 
K(n)\(n-r-l) 
S#@ 
-F(I&-‘-‘) - F(&-‘-* cB &)I. 
Then noting that 
c 
(_l)~+*-l~lF(~~-‘-l)+l)‘+lF(~~-‘-l), 
Sc_(n)\(n-r-l) 
Sf0 
we see by rearranging summands that C( 1 )rfl hk equals 
(-l)‘+‘F($;-‘-I) + c (-1 )r+1-‘S’[F(~;--r-2 $ &u{n-r-1)) 
K(n)\(n-r-l) 
S#@ 
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which in turn equals 
.K(n)\(n-r-2) 
S#@ 
as desired. Hence (3.4) holds for all 0 < Y < n. In particular, when r = n, 
C(l)“& = c (-1>+‘%+$s) 
K (n)J#0 
=&l)“+l-s C F($j, +'.'+Icli,) 
GO l<jo<,,.<js<n 
= (-l)“+‘P;F($sl’. ._L6). 
Now, consider &+ihk + hk_,&. By (3.3) and (3.4) with Y = n we have 
k+l 
ak+lhk + hkdk = x(-l)iC(i)nhk + &hk-lc(i)” 
i=I i=l 
= -c(i)“hk 
= (-l)“P;F(ll/ol.. . I&n). 
Thus, PAF(&_L . . I&) is null homotopic and so cr,+l(PLF) is acyclic. Since h is 
well defined on P,F as well we may conclude that P,F is a homologically degree n 
functor. 0 
Having established that P,F is homologically degree n, we now wish to examine 
the difference between P,,F and P,_lF, i.e., the functor D,F defined below. To define 
D,F we use the fiber of a chain map. 
Definition 3.5. For a map of chain complexes, g : Y -+ Z, let the jiber of g, denoted 
fiber(g), be the chain complex defined by 
jiber(g) = sh- i Tot , 
where sh, is the natural transformation defined in Section 3 of [9]. That is, for a 
chain complex X and integer n,sh,X is the chain complex with (sh,X)* =X*_, and 
a$J = a$__,. 
Definition 3.6. For F : d -+ 93, the nth layer of the Taylor tower is the functor 
D,F =jiber(P,F “-;” P,_ 1 F). 
Note that D,F is simply the mapping cone of q,F shifted down one degree. As 
such it fits into a short exact sequence P’,_lF -+ shlD,F + shlP,F which yields the 
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following long exact sequence in homology 
We wish to show that D,F is a homogeneous degree n functor. As a prerequisite, 
we show that if F is already homologically degree n, then F and P,F are naturally 
quasi-isomorphic. This is quickly accomplished, once one uses some basic lemmas 
about cross effects to rewrite P,,Fk as a direct sum of cross effects. For an object A 
in d, we will let cr,F(A) denote the composition cr,,FA(A) where A is the n-fold 
diagonal. We use the following consequence of Proposition 2.5.3. 
Lemma 3.7 (Eilenburg and Mac Lane [3]). Given aJinite set S, write ISI for its car- 
dinality and Y(S) for its power set. Let F be a functor from d to 93’. For an object 
A in ~4, 
W[W 2 @ q@‘(A). 
LE.??(S) 
Moreover, for any collection, SI,. . . ,S,,, of subsets of S, 
Fs\{s,)(A)” @cr,$‘(A) 
LER 
where Sz is the set consisting of those subsets, L, of S that are not contained in any 
of the Si. 
Proposition 3.8. Let F : d + Ch@J. Then F is homologically degree n if and only 
if F “AF P,F is a natural quasi-isomorphism for all objects in d. 
Proof. Suppose F is homologically degree n. We begin by considering P,Fk for k>l. 
By the previous lemma we have 
where Sz consists of subsets of (n)” not contained in any of the R: or Dk. However, 
given L C (n)k with IL1 < n, it is easy to see that L C R$ for some j E (n) as IL] <n + 
1 = I(n) I. Thus, L E 52 implies that ILl>n + 1 and so P,Fk is a direct sum of cross 
effects of F of order >n + 1. Since F is homologically degree n, all such cross effects 
are acyclic and so P,Fk is acyclic for k>l. 
Now consider P,Fo. By definition we have 
P,FO = F(,,)o = F. 
Thus, P,,F is a bicomplex of fimctors with first row equal to F and all other rows 
acyclic. It follows that the total complex of P,,F is naturally quasi-isomorphic to F. 
The converse follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 0 
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Note that if F : d 4 Ch>&@ is strictly degree n, then P,F is isomorphic to the total 
complex of the bicomplexthat has F in its first row and O’s elsewhere so that F and 
P,,F are isomorphic. 
As claimed, the functor D,F is homogeneous of degree n. 
Theorem 3.9. For any functor F : d + 68, the functor D,,F is a homogeneous degree 
n functor. 
Proof. We begin by making two essential observations about P, as a functor of func- 
tors. First, consider the bicomplexes corresponding to P,_I (P,F) and P,(P,_lF). It 
is straightforward to show that they are naturally isomorphic and so P,_l(P,F) E P, 
(P,_,F). Secondly, we claim that P, commutes with fibers. That is, let F and G be 
functors from JZZ to 23 with a natural transformation q : F --+ G between them. Again, a 
comparison of bicomplexes, in this case P,(sh_lTot(F 4 G)) and sh_1 Tot(P,(F -+ G)) 
shows that 
P,@ber(F -+ G)) = P,(sh_l Tot(F + G)) 
” shLl Tot(P,(F + G)) 
=Jiber(P,F + P,G)). 
Now to conclude that D,F is a functor of degree n, we look at P,(D,F). We know 
that P,(D,F) is a functor of degree n and by the above we have 
P,(D,F) = P,(jiber(P,F + P,_,F)) 
rjiber(P,(P,F) + P,(P,_lF)). 
However, P,F and P,_l F are both functors of degree < n so that P,,(P,F) -P,F and 
P,(P,_~F)YP,_IF and we have 
P,(D,F) ~fibe@X2’) +P,(P,-IF)) 
?fiber(P,F + P,_, F) 
= D,F. 
Thus, D,F is a homologically degree n functor. To see that D,F is homogeneous, 
consider Pn_l(D,F). In this case we have 
P,_l(D,F) %‘P,_l(jiber(P,F -+P,_,F)) 
“$ber(P,_l(P,F)+P,_I(P,_,F)) 
Ejber(P,(P,_,F) + P,_I(P,_IF)) 
“Jiber(P,_lF + P,_, F) 
0, 
where the penultimate quasi-isomorphism holds because P,_,F is a homologically de- 
gree n - 1 ftmctor. Hence D,F is a homogeneous degree n functor. q 
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To conclude this section, we wish to show that P,F is universal among homologically 
degree n functors with natural transformations from F. To do so, we must make use 
of the following homotopy category. Let 9 be the category whose objects are functors 
from d to Ch>c’% and whose morphisms are the natural transformations between such 
hmctors. Let fio9 be the homotopy category obtained from F by formally inverting 
all quasi-isomorphisms. We must check that P,F is well defined in Ho9. To do so, 
it suffices to establish the following. 
Lemma 3.10. Let F and G be finctors from ~2 to Ch>oV and let n: F + G be a 
natural transformation that induces a quasi-isomorphism for all objects in d. Then 
P,,n : P,F + P,,G is a quasi-isomorphism for all objects in d. 
Proof. Consider jiber(P,F 4 P,G). From the proof of Theorem 3.9 we know that 
P, preserves fibers and so fiber(P,F + G) is quasi-isomorphic to P,(fiber(F + P,,G)). 
However, jiber(F + G) is acyclic since g is a quasi-isomorphism and we claim that 
P,(fiber(F + G)) is acyclic. To see this, suppose H is an acyclic fimctor. Then cr,,H is 
acyclic for all n and so by Lemma 3.7, P,H is the total complex of a bicomplex with 
acyclic rows and as a consequence is acyclic. Thus jiber(P,F + P,G) = P,@ber(F ---t 
G)) is acyclic and the result follows. 0 
Theorem 3.11. Let F : d + St?. In Hop, P,F is universal among homologically 
degree n functors with natural tranformations from F 
Proof. Suppose we have a homologically degree IZ functor G with a natural transfor- 
mation q : F 4 G. Applying P,, we obtain a natural commutative diagram of functors 
where p,G is a quasi-isomorphism, since G is homologically degree n. Thus, in HoF-, 
n factors through P,F. 
To see that this factorization is unique, consider the following commutative diagram 
in Ho9”: 
PZ B 
F - P,F A G 
P,(P.F) e&J) 
P,F A P,(P,F) A P,G 
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We claim that P,(p,,F) and p,P,F are quasi-isomorphisms. In the case of p,,P,F this 
is clear since P,,F is homologically degree n. One can see that Pn(pnF) is a quasi- 
isomorphism by comparing P,(p,F) with p,P,F as maps into the bicomplex P,(P,F). 
Essentially, one maps P,F isomorphically onto the first row of P,(P,F) whereas the 
other maps P,F isomorphically onto the first column of P,(P,F). Since P,(P,F) is 
symmetric about the diagonal, the fact that p&F is a quasi-isomorphism implies that 
Pn(pnF) is as well. Now consider P,(g) o P,(pllF) = P,(g o pnF). If go p,F = q, then 
P,(g) o P,(p,F) must equal P,(r) and so is uniquely determined. Since P,(p,,F) is a 
quasi-isomorphism, it follows that P,g is uniquely determined in Hop. Since pnP,F 
and p,G are also quasi-isomorphisms, g is also uniquely determined. 0 
4. Approximation and prolongation 
In Sections 1 and 2 we showed that one can construct a homologically degree n 
functor P,F: d --+ Ch>o%? from an arbitrary fimctor F: d --f SiJ and when F is ho- - 
mologically degree n, P,F agrees with F up to quasi-isomorphism. We now wish to 
describe the relationship between F and P,F more generally. That is, given an arbi- 
trary (not necessarily degree n) functor F, we will describe the extent to which P,F 
serves as a degree n approximation to F. The category on which we describe this no- 
tion of approximation is Ch>+&, the category of chain complexes in d concentrated - 
in degrees 20. We will begin this section by recalling some basic terminology about 
Chzod and defining a condition on F that ensures that P,F is a suitable approximation 
to F. We will then explain how to replace a functor on & by a functor on Ch>,qZ, - 
to obtain the genera1 version of the approximation result for arbitrary functors from 
& to g. Throughout this section, %? and %?I will be abelian categories, and d and B 
will be additive subcategories of %? and %“, respectively. We further assume that d is 
closed under the formation of direct summands. We also assume, as in Section 3, that 
all functors are reduced. 
To start we need some language to describe the notion of approximation in our 
setting. Recall the following definitions from [7, 91. 
Definition 4.1 (Johnson and McCarthy [9]). Let k be an integer. A chain complex X 
is k-reduced if X* FZ 0 for all * <k. The chain complex X is k-acyclic if it has no 
homology in degrees 5 k. A chain map f :X + Y between chain complexes X and Y 
is k-connected if f* induces an isomorphism in homology in degrees I: k - 1 and is 
subjective in degree k. 
Note that if X is a chain complex consisting of projective objects in &, then X is 
k-acyclic if and only if it is chain homotopic to a k-reduced chain complex. 
Definition 4.2 (Goodwillie [7]). Two functors F and G from Ch>& to Ch>&l agree - _ 
to order n with constants c and K provided there is a natural transformation F 2 G 
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such that whenever X is a k-reduced chain complex over LX? with k > K, the map 
V,Y : F(X) -+ G(X) is [(n + 1 )]k - cl-connected. 
In general, F and P,F do not agree to order n for an arbitrary hnctor F. Consider 
the following example. 
Example 4.3. For the ring of integers Z, consider the functor .??‘-I as defined in 
Example 2.6.2. We extend z[-] degreewise to a functor of chain complexes. That is, 
for a chain complex of abelian groups C, z[C] is the chain complex that in degree m is 
z[C], = .?![C,]. It follows from the definition of P,z[-] that for any abelian group M, 
HoP,z[M] = coker(cr2z[M] 2 Z[M]) = M. Moreover, for any k > 0, one can show that 
for the chain complex shkA4, P~_?[shkM] E shkPlZ[M]. In particular, 
HkP,Z[Sh@V] “A4 y Z[M] = &z[sh@V]. 
Thus for the (k - 1 )-reduced complex shkM, z[~hkM] ‘.z[T’ P1Z[shkM] is only (k - l)- 
connected for all k 2 0 and the functors z[-] and P,z[-] cannot agree to order 1. 
To ensure that F and P,F do agree to order n it suffices to know that F is degree n 
in a range in the following sense. 
Definition 4.4 (Goodwillie [6]). A functor F: Ch>o& --) Ch>&B is stably degree n _ _ 
with constants c and K provided that whenever X is a k-reduced chain complex in 
Ch>,& with k > K, cr,+lF(X) is [(n + 1)k - cl-acyclic. _ 
Proposition 4.5. If F: Ch>o,c9 + Ch>&J is stably degree n with constants c and IC, _ _ 
then F and P,F agree to order n with constants c and K via the natural transformation 
pnF, 
Proof. Recall from the proof of Proposition 3.8 that P,,Fo = F and for m 2 1, P,F, is 
a direct sum of cross effects of order 2 n + 1. It follows from the definition of cross 
effects (Definition 2.4) that if cr,+lF(Y) is p-reduced for an object Y, then cr,F(Y) 
is p-reduced for all t 2 n + 1. Since F is stably degree n, we know that cr,+lF(X) is 
[(n + 1)k -cl-acyclic whenever X is k-reduced with k > K. Hence for such X, cr,F(X) 
is [(n + 1)k -cl-acyclic for all t > n + 1. Thus P,F,(X) is [(n + 1)k -cl-acyclic for all 
m 2 1. It follows that p,F(X) : F(X) + P,F(X) is [(n + 1)k - cl-connected whenever 
X is k-reduced and k 2 K, i.e., F and P,,F agree to order n with constants c and K. 
If F is not a functor of chain complexes but a fi.mctor on an arbitrary category d, the 
above results are not useful unless we produce a method of extending F to Ch&. 
The obvious approach would be to apply F degreewise to each object in the chain 
complex. But as we saw in Example 4.3 such an extension fails to produce a functor 
that agrees with its nth Taylor polynomial to order n. This approach has two further 
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disadvantages from our point of view. First, such an extension may not preserve chain 
homotopy equivalences (see [9, Section 11). And secondly, the new functor may not 
be stably degree n. For example, in Example 2.6.2 we saw that the cross effects of 
?[-I are nonzero and so for a k-reduced chain complex X, cr,&X] will in general 
be no better than k-reduced. 
Instead of extending F degreewise, we will use its prolongation, constructed as fol- 
lows. Recall from the Dold-Kan theorem [l, lo] that the category C~~OLZZ is equivalent 
to Simp d, the category of simplicial objects in d. This equivalence is given explicitly 
by the functors 
r:Ch>~d+Simpd and N:Simpd+Ch# 
(For the definition of these functors see [9, Section 21 or [13, Section 221.) Using 
r and N, we extend F to chain complexes by passing to Simpd and applying F 
degreewise there. That is, 
Definition 4.6. For a functor F : d + B’, the prolongation of F is the fimctor F: 
Ch>,-,& + Ch,,%? defined by F = NFT where F is applied degreewise to simplicial 
objects. 
The prolongation of F has several nice properties, summarized in the next propo- 
sition. The desired approximation result is a direct consequence of this proposition, 
which will also be used to prove some general results about prolongations and their 
degrees. 
Proposition 4.7 (Johnson and McCarthy [9]). Let F be a functor from d to 99. Then 
the prolongation of F satisfies the following properties : 
( 1) F preserves chain homotopy equivalences. 
(2) If X is k-reduced, then cr,,F(X) is [n(k + 1) - II-reduced, i.e., F is stably 
degree n with constants -1 and 0 for all n. 
(3) When restricted to d, F is equivalent o F. 
As a consequence of part (2) of the previous proposition and Proposition 4.5 we 
have: 
Corollary 4.8. Let F : d -+ 2J be an arbitrary functor, Then, for all n > 1, the func- 
tors F and P,F agree to order n with constants -1 and 0 via the transformation 
pnF. 
The fact that F and P,F agree to order n implies that as n goes to infinity, P,F 
converges to F on O-reduced complexes. That is, for any O-reduced complex X, the 
map F(X) --+ P,F(X) is at least n-connected and so the connectivity tends to infinity 
with n. Note that this does not hold for all objects in Ch>od. In particular, if X is -l- 
reduced, then the fact that F and P,F agree to order n only says that F(X) + P,F(X) 
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is (- I)-connected for all n. So we can think of O-reduced complexes as describing a 
radius of convergence for the Taylor tower {P,F}. That is, for a p-reduced complex 
X, the tower {P,F} converges to F(X) whenever (1/2P)< 1. 
One could also prolong the hmctor P,F to produce a functor P,F from C/z>,& to 
C/r,,%‘. However, this functor is naturally chain homotopic to P,F since the prolonga- 
tion of the cross effects of F are naturally chain homotopic to the cross effects of the 
prolongation of F (see [9, Section 61). 
We conclude this section by making some observations about the relationship be- 
tween the degree of a fnnctor and the degree of its prolongation as well as the dis- 
tinction between degree n and homologically degree n functors. 
Remark 4.9. A functor F : d + A? is homologically degree n iff its prolongation is 
homologically degree II. To see this, recall that the prolongation of cr,,F is equivalent 
to cr,,F when restricted to objects in d, and cr,F rv cr”F. It follows that cr,F is acyclic 
iff cr,,F is acyclic, and so F is homologically degree IZ iff F is homologically degree n. 
Moreover, if ~8 is a category in which isomorphisms and quasi-isomorphisms are the 
same (e.g., 5? is the category of modules over a ring R), then the prolongation of 
F : d + $4 is homologically degree n iff F is degree n since in this case homologically 
degree n hmctors from & to B are the same as degree n functors. 
We can also determine exactly when the functor P,F is the prolongation of a functor 
from d to %:, rather than from d to C&O%?. _ 
Proposition 4.10. For F : at’ + &?!, P,,F is the prolongation of a functor from G! to %L? 
if and only $ for all objects A in d, H*(P,F)(A) = 0 for all * > 0. 
Proof. Suppose P,F = G for some functor G : d + %Y. Then for A in &‘, H*P,F(A) = 
H*G(A) = H*G(A) = 0 for * >O since G(A) is an object in %?. Conversely, if 
H*(P,F)(A) = 0 for all * > 0, then P,F is quasi-isomorphic to the ftmctor Ho(P,F): d + 
% and the result follows. 0 
As a consequence, we see that even if a fimctor F : d + 93 is degree n, PkF may 
only be homologically degree k instead of strictly degree k when k <n. Consider 
for example the nth symmetric fimctor S”. From [9, 7.61 we know that H~(PIS”) is 
equivalent to the kth stable derived mnctor of S” which is not always 0 (see [ 15, 2.31 
or [9, 4.71). Hence PlS” is not the prolongation of a functor and cannot be strictly 
degree 1. 
5. Goodwillie’s calculus of homotopy functors 
Our goal now is to compare the Taylor tower constructed in Section 1 with 
Goodwillie’s Taylor tower of a homotopy functor of topological spaces. In general, 
these two constructions are not the same and we devote this section to describing the 
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relationship between them. The essential difference lies in the type of functors that 
make up the towers - Goodwillie’s tower consists of n-excisive hectors instead of 
homologically degree n functors. We define n-excisive below and establish that it is 
a strictly stronger condition on a functor than being homologically degree n. However 
when one prolongs a homologically degree n functor the result is an n-excisive hmc- 
tor. This fact will allow us to prove that our construction coincides with Goodwillie’s 
tower when we have a functor that is a prolongation. 
We begin the section with a review of some basic ideas and results of Good- 
Willie’s calculus. Goodwillie constructs his Taylor tower for homotopyfunctors, that is, 
functors from spaces to spaces or spectra that preserve weak homotopy equivalences. 
We will be concerned here with homotopy functors from spaces to spaces. (By a space 
we will mean a based topological space with the homotopy type of a CW-complex.) 
To measure the degree of a functor, Goodwillie uses the following types of diagrams 
of spaces. More details concerning these diagrams can be found in [6]. 
Definition 5.1. Let N be the category whose objects are the subsets of Z= (n)\(O) and 
whose morphisms are the inclusion maps among the subsets. For a given category $7, 
an n-cube of objects in 59 is a covariant functor from JV to %. Two n-cubes of spaces, 
X and Y, are weakly homotopy equivalent if there is a natural transformation q : X + Y 
such that for each T C 2, 11~ : X(T) + Y(T) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
We are interested in the following types of n-cubes of spaces. 
Definition 5.2 (Goodwillie [6]). Let X be an n-cube of spaces. We say that X is a 
strongly co-Cartesian n-cube if it is weakly homotopy equivalent to an n-cube of 
spaces Y that satisfies the following properties: 
(1) For each kEii the map Y(0)-+Y({k}) is a cofibration. 
(2) For every U 5 ii and j, k EE\U, the square 
Y(U) - Y(UU{j)) 
Y(u u {k)) -Y(UU{j,k)) 
is a pushout of spaces. That is, every 2-dimensional face of Y is a pushout. 
Goodwillie’s definition of strongly co-Cartesian is stated in terms of homotopy 
cofibers. Our definition follows from Proposition 2.2 of [6], in which Goodwillie proves 
that every strongly co-Cartesian n-cube of spaces is equivalent to one of the form de- 
scribed above. 
There is also a dual notion of a strongly Cartesian n-cube of spaces, but we will be 
interested here only in the weaker concept of Cartesian n-cubes of spaces. To describe 
this class of cubes, we need the total fiber of an n-cube. 
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Definition 5.3 (Goodwillie [6]). The total fiber of an n-cube of spaces X, denoted 
jber X is defined inductively as follows. For a l-cube (i.e., a map of spaces) f : X(0) --+ 
X( { 1 }), the total fiber is the homotopy fiber of f. For an n-cube of spaces X, we con- 
sider X as a map of (n - 1 )-cubes : Y -+ Z and set fiber X =fiber(jiber Y --t fiber Z). 
Definition 5.4. An n-cube of spaces is Cartesian if its total fiber is weakly homotopy 
equivalent to a point. 
Cartesian and co-Cartesian (n + 1)-cubes are used to define n-excisive. 
Definition 5.5 (Goodwillie [6, 71). Let F and G be homotopy fnnctors and c and K 
be fixed integers. 
(1) F is n-excisive provided that for any strongly co-Cartesian (n + I)-cube of 
spaces X, F(X) is Cartesian. 
(2) Let X be a strongly co-Cartesian (n+l )-cube such that for each i E n&-l, X(0) + 
X((i)) is ki-connected with ki > IC. Then F is stably n-excisive with constants c and 
K provided that for all such X the total fiber of F(X) is (-c + Cr_“t ki)-connected. 
(3) F and G agree to order n with constants c and K if there is a natural transfor- 
mation v] : F -+ G such that for any k-connected space X with k 2 K, the map of spaces 
F(X) + G(X) is ((n + 1)k - c)-connected. 
Finally, given a homotopy functor F, Goodwillie constructs a Taylor tower of 
n-excisive functors for F similar to our tower of homologically degree n fnnctors. 
Theorem 5.6 (Goodwillie [7]). Let F be a homotopy functor such that for each n, 
F is stably n-excisive with constants c, and K,. Then there is a commutative tower 
of functors and natural transformations 
I 
P,,F= F(*) 
where * is a contractible space. Moreover, the functor P,F is n-excisive and the 
functors F and P,F agree to order n with constants c,, and K,. 
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Although Goodwillie’s construction is done for functors of spaces instead of fimctors 
of additive categories, one can transform the timctors that we have been working with 
to functors of spaces and so also refer to their Goodwillie tower. In particular, for the 
remainder of the section we will be working with functors F: Ch>oAR -+ Ch>+A!s, _ _ 
where R and S are rings and JZR and 4, are the categories of right modules over R 
and S, respectively. Before doing so, we wish to understand Goodwillie calculus more 
explicitly for functors from Ch>+A$ to Ch>&&. 
Recall from Section 1.1 of [l>] that for an abelian category d with enough projec- 
tives, a cofibration in the category Ch>od is an injective chain map whose cokernel _ 
is a chain complex of projective objects in d. With that, the idea of a strongly co- 
Cartesian n-cube translates directly into the new setting and we can make the following 
definitions. 
Definition 5.7. Let X be an n-cube in Ch>,+MR. Let Z be an n-cube in Ch>oA$. 
Let F be a functor from Ch>oJt$, to Ch&&,. 
_ 
(1) X is strongly co-Cartesian provided-that conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 5.2 
hold. 
(2) Z is Cartesian provided that Tot(Z) is acyclic. 
(3) F is a homotopy mnctor if it preserves all chain homotopy equivalences. 
(4) F is an n-excisive functor if for all strongly co-Cartesian (n + I)-cubes of chain 
complexes Y, F(Y) is Cartesian. 
(5) F is stably n-excisive with constants c and K provided that the following prop- 
erty holds. Let Y be a strongly co-Cartesian (n + I)-cube in Ch>+A!R, such that - 
Y(0) + Y({i}) is kj- connected with kj > K for each iE nT1. Then the total complex 
of F(Y) is (-c + C:J: k,)-reduced. 
The reader may notice that the above definition of strongly co-Cartesian differs from 
the definition for spaces in that for Ch>oA’R, strongly co-Cartesian is not invariant - 
under equivalences of cubes. One could extend the definition to include those n- 
cubes that are strongly co-Cartesian up to quasi-isomorphism, but the definition given 
above is sufficient for our current purposes and enables us to avoid some technical 
details. 
Lemma 5.8. Suppose that X and Y are fwo n-cubes of chain complexes that jt into 
a commutative diagram of chain complexes Z = X+Y. Then Z is an (n + 1)-cube of 
chain complexes and if any two of the three cubes X, Y, and Z are Cartesian, the 
third is as well. 
Proof. Since Tot(Z) g Tot( Tot(X) + Tot(Y )) the associated long exact sequence in 
homology produces the desired result. 0 
Of course, one can consider any object in AR as an object in Ch>@&‘R concentrated _ 
in degree 0 and speak of Cartesian and strongly co-Cartesian n-cubes in &%!a. One can 
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deduce the following lemma about such cubes in AR from Definition 5.7. We will take 
advantage of this result to compare homologically degree n and n-excisive functors. 
Lemma 5.9. For every strongly co-Cartesian n-cube X in Jz’R, there exist R-modules 
&,X,,X2,. . .,X,, such that 
(1)for each USi?, X(U)“&@ @iGuXI, 
(2) for each U 2 V C i?, the map X(V)+X( V) is the natural inclusion from X0 $ 
G&xi to x, @ @,,yq. 
Proof. We begin by setting X0 = X(0) and considering the map X0 = X(0) 4 X( {i} ) 
for 15 i<n. Since X is strongly co-Cartesian, this map is a cofibration in AR and so 
we have a short exact sequence 
where coker(Xo + X( { i} )) is projective. Hence the sequence splits with X( { i} ) F X0 @ 
coker(& --+ X( { i} )) and we set Xi = coker(& +X((i))). The result then follows by 
induction on the size of U C ri, by considering squares of the form 
X(U) - X(UU{i}) 
1 1 
wu u {jl> - X(U u (41) 
with 1 <i, j < n. In particular, for U = 0 we know that for any 1 <i, j In such a 
square has the form 
Since X is strongly co-Cartesian, such a square is a pushout. Hence X( (i,j}) E’xo @X; 
@A’, and all the maps are inclusions. Now, assume that X(U) 2x0 @ erEU A’, and all 
maps into X(U) are inclusions for any U 2 i with IUI Sk. Then a similar argument 
shows that for any t +! U, X(U U {t}) 2x0 @iEuUttj Xi and we are done by induction. 
Proposition 5.10. If F is a functor from J&‘R to ChzoAs that is homologically 
degree n, then F is n-excisive as a functor from Ch>oAR to Ch>+A’s. 
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Proof. Let X be a strongly co-Cartesian (n + 1)-cube of chain complexes in C/Z>O&R. 
Recall from Definition 4.6 that F = NFT where r : Ch>odz’R + Simp,, and N : siMpKK 
-+Ch>~dl~. We will prove the result by studying theeffect of the functors N, F, and 
r individually. 
Applying the fun&or r to each chain complex in X, we obtain an (n + 1 )-cube 
T(X) of simplicial R-modules. If we fix a degree m, then we can extract from T(X) 
an (n + I)-cube, T(X),, of R-modules. That is, for U & ri, T(X),(U) consists of the 
m-simplices of T(X)(U). We claim that T(X), is strongly co-Cartesian. To see this, 
consider, for k20, the (n + 1)-cube of R-modules, Xk, that consists of the degree k 
modules in the chain complexes of X. Since X is strongly co-Cartesian, and cofibrations 
and pushouts of chain complexes are cofibrations and pushouts degreewise, Xk is also 
strongly co-Cartesian. Moreover, for each U C: ri, T(X),(U) is a direct sum of X,( U)‘s 
for k < m, and so T(X), is strongly co-Cartesian. By Lemma 5.9 there exist R-modules 
AO,AI,. . . A+1 such that for each U C ri, T(X)(U), = A0 c3 eicu Ai and all the maps 
are inclusions. 
Now consider F(T(X),), the (n + 1)-cube of chain complexes in ul”e, obtained 
by applying F to each object in T(X),. We claim that F(T(X),) is Cartesian. To 
see this consider the following (n + I)-cube and (n + 2)-cube in AR. First let B 
be the strongly co-Cartesian (n + 1)-cube with B(0) = 0 and B(U) = Bier/Ai for 
UQzTl, Ufs. Th ere is a map of (n + I)-cubes from B to T(X), obtained by 
letting B( U)--+T(X),( U) be the natural inclusion for each U C nT1. Let A be the 
resulting (n + 2)-cube B-T(X),. Then A is the strongly co-Cartesian (n + 2)-cube 
that for W C nT2 has 
A(W)= 
$iEW Ai if n+2$ W, 
Ao @ @iElV\{n+Z} Ai if nS2~ W. 
Applying F to the objects in A we obtain an (n + 2)-cube F(A) that by 
Example 2.6.1 is quasi-isomorphic to cr,,+zF(Ao, A 1,. . . ,A,+, ). Similarly, F(B) is quasi- 
isomorphic to cr,+l F(Al, AZ, . . . , A,+, ). However, since F is homologically degree n, 
both CY~+~F(AO,AI,..,,A~+I) and c~,+JWI,A~ , . . . ,A,+1 ) are acyclic and so F(A) and 
F(B) are Cartesian. It follows by Lemma 5.8 that F(T(X),) is Cartesian and so 
TotF(r(X),) is acyclic. 
Recall from Corollary 22.3 of [13] that the functor N : SirnpdlR +Ch>o~2’~ is natu- _ 
rally chain homotopic to the functor C : SimpdR ~Ch>od~. (For a simplicial object _ 
Y., C( Y.) is the chain complex with 
C(Y.)=Y, and a,= c(-l)‘di 
i=l 
where the di’s are faces in Y.) Applying C to F(T(X)) produces an (n + I)-cube of 
chain complexes that in each chain complex degree k is the (n + 1)-cube F(T(X),). 
As an (n + 1 )-cube of chain complexes, we can treat CF(T(X)) as an (n +2)-complex 
(where the chain complexes in all but one direction have length 2). Since Tot’s 
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commute up to quasi-isomorphism, Tot(CF(T(X))) 1s e q trivalent to the total complex 
of the bicomplex obtained by taking the total complex of each F(T(X),) in CFQX). 
Then since rotF(T(X),) is acyclic for each m, Tot CF(T(X)) is as well. This implies 
that Tot F(X) is also acyclic since N and C are naturally chain homotopy equivalent. 
Thus F(X) is Cartesian and F is n-excisive. 0 
The previous proposition is not true for an arbitrary homologically degree n functor 
F : Ch>+k~ + Ch~,pN~. The result depends on the fact that we are using a prolonga- 
tion, in particular that we are applying F degreewise to a simplicial object. It is possible 
to construct homologically degree 12 fimctors that are not n-excisive, as demonstrated 
in the next example. 
Example 5.11. Let F : Ch>+At’~ + Ch>o&i’R be the functor that takes a chain complex 
to its 0th homology group, considered as a chain complex concentrated in degree 0. 
Clearly this functor is degree 1 and preserves chain homotopy equivalences. Moreover, 
since it is degree 1, it is stably degree 1 for any choice of c and K. And, since F is 
0 on O-reduced complexes, F is stably I-excisive with constants 0 and 0. However, 
one can show that F is not 1-excisive by observing that if G : Ch>od!R -+ Ch>oA?s is 
a 1-excisive homotopy functor, then shlG(X) N G(shlX) for any chain complex X of 
projective R-modules. This is determined by using the strongly co-Cartesian square 
where C(X) is the cone of the identity on X and the pushout D(X) is chain homotopy 
equivalent to shlX. If G is I-excisive, then applying G to this square yields a Cartesian 
square 
G(X) - G(C(W) 
G(CW)) - G(D(X)) 
from which it follows that 
Tot (G(X))--tG(C(X)) 2 Tot(G(C(X))+G(D(X)). 
Since C(X) is null-homotopic we have shl G(X) N G(sh$). Clearly F does not satisfy 
this property and so is not 1-excisive. 
Thus, homologically degree n does not imply n-excisive. However, every n-excisive 
functor is homologically degree n. Suppose G : Ch>oJZR -+ Ch2wfi!s is n-excisive. Let 
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Al,. . . ,A+1 be R-modules and consider the (n + 1 )-cube of chain complexes 2 used to 
produce cr,+lG(Ai,..., A,+,) in example 2.6.1. This is strongly co-Cartesian 
(n+ I)-cube and since G is n-excisive, Tot(G Q)) N cr,,+iG(At,Az,. . . ,A,,+,) is acyclic. 
Hence G is homologically degree n. 
Our next step is to describe how we transform functors from C’h>a~&‘~ to C/Z>OA&‘~ _ - 
into functors of spaces. Recall that the total singular complex (or simplicial replace- 
ment) functor takes a topological space X to a simplicial set X. that has the same 
homotopy as X (see [13, Sections 1,161). This fnnctor has an adjoint, the geometric 
realization functor, that also preserves homotopy groups (see [ 13, Sections 14 and 161). 
For a simplicial set S. we will let IS.1 denote its geometric realization. 
Definition 5.12. For a fiurctor F : Ch>&l~ + Ch>+At’s, let fl be the fnnctor from spaces 
to spaces that for a space X is given by 
_ 
&%‘) = ITF(NI?[X.])I 
where R[-] is the reduced free module functor of Example 2.6.2 applied degreewise, 
and N and r are the fnnctors used to define the prolongation of a functor in Section 4. 
Recall that the functors N and r take homotopies to homotopies [l, lo]. More- 
over, &-I will preserve simplicial homotopies because it is being applied degreewise. 
Thus, if F is a homotopy functor, then g is as well. In particular, when F is the 
prolongation of a functor from AR to A! S, p is a homotopy functor. We further h 
claim that in this case P,,p is equivalent to P,,F. We will prove this using the next 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.13. (1) If X is a strongly co-Cartesian -cube of spaces, then N&X.] is a 
strongly co-Cartesian n-cube of chain complexes. 
(2) Zf Y is a Cartesian n-cube of chain complexes, then Ir(Y)j is a Cartesian 
n-cube of spaces. 
(3) Zf F : Chxp&~+Ch>&~ is an n-excisive functor, then p is n-excisive as a _ _ 
fun&or of spaces. 
Proof. Let X be a strongly co-Cartesian n-cube of spaces. It is straightforward to see 
that N, k[-] and the total singular complex functor all preserve pushouts. We claim that 
these functors preserve cofibrations as well. To see this, let f :X + Y be a cofibration 
of spaces. We can assume (e.g., by replacing Y by the mapping cylinder of f) that 
this map is an inclusion. It follows that X. --) Y. is an injection since in each simplicial 
degree n, (X.), (respectively, (Y.),) is the set of continuous maps from the standard 
n-simplex into Y. . But an injection of simplicial sets is a cofibration [14, II.31 and 
so X. + Y. is a cofibration. It follows readily that N&K] --+ Nd[ Y.] is also an injection, 
and since r?[X.] and I?[Y.] are composed of projective objects, N&K] -+Nri[Y.] is also 
a cofibration. Thus NI?[X] is a strongly co-Cartesian n-cube of chain complexes. 
To see that (2) is true recall that for any chain complex Y, rc*]I( Y)l “H*(Y) 
[ 13, Section 221. Using the natural long exact sequences in homology and homotopy 
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associated to the fibers of a map in Ch>odR and the category of topological spaces, 
respectively, one can deduce that Ir( ->I p reserves fibers and so the result follows. 
Part (3) follows directly from (1) and (2). 0 
Theorem 5.14. For any functor F : ~2’~ Ch>,pS!‘~, P> is weakly equivalent to P,@. _ 
Proof. We begin by making some observations about @ and c. First we note that 
Lemma 5.13 and Proposition 5.10 imply that % is n-excisive. Secondly, we know 
by Corollary 4.8 that F and P,,F agree to order n with constants -1 and 0. Given a 
k-connected space X, it follows from the fact that the total singular complex functor 
preserves homotopy groups that N&K] is k-reduced. Thus F(N&K]) + P,F(N&.]) 
is (- 1 + (k + l)n)-connected. Since n* Ir(-)I g H*(-) it follows that F -+s is 
(- 1 + (k + 1 @)-connected and so p and P> agree to order n with constants - 1 
and 0. Recall from 1.6 of [7] that if di and Y are homotopy functors of spaces that 
agree to order n via some natural transformation q : CD -+ Y, then P,q : P, @ + P, Y is an - 
equivalence. Thus P,$ + P,(P,F) is an equivalence. However, % is n-excisive and 
Goodwillie’s P,, preserves n-excisive functors. Thus P,# and ?$ are equivalent. q 
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